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ABSTRACT
TOX3 and FOXA1 proteins are believed to be involved in the susceptibility of breast cancer. rs4784227CASC16 and rs4782447-ACSF3, as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), located at the 16q may affect the
FOXA1 DNA binding sequence change and therefore may enhance the FOXA1-binding affinity to the promoter
of TOX3 gene. This study aimed to investigate the association of these SNPs/haplotypes with breast cancer susceptibility in an Iranian population. We conducted a case-control study of 1072 blood samples (505 breast cancer
patients and 567 controls). Genotyping of rs4784227-CASC16 and rs4782447-ACSF3 SNPs was carried out by
ARMS-PCR. Moreover, statistical analysis was done using SPSS version 20.0 (IBM Inc., Chicago, IL, USA),
PHASE v 2.1 and SNP analyser 2.0. There was a strongly significant statistical association between alleles and
genotypes of rs4784227-CASC16 with breast cancer risk in our study population (p<0.05). Moreover, a significant association was demonstrated between TA haplotype and breast cancer risk (OR=0.78; 95% CI (0.62-0.96);
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P-value=0.025). In this respect, although we did not observe a statistically significant association between
rs4782447-ACSF3 with breast cancer susceptibility, the combination of the effects of rs4784227-CASC16 and
rs4782447-ACSF3 SNPs may also affect the risk. This is in line with other studies suggesting these SNPs as
risk-associated polymorphisms which may lead to a change in the affinity of FOXA1, as a distal enhancer, to
TOX3 and thus change in TOX3 expression, which can eventually affect the risk of breast cancer.
Keywords: Chromatin remodelling, carcinoma, genetic variation, epidemiology, enhancer element

INTRODUCTION
Based on the previous studies, using genome-wide association studies (GWASs), 72
susceptibility regions of breast tumour have
been found (Ghoussaini et al., 2013). Numerous genes near the identified susceptibility loci have genes with unknown function,
such as 16q12 locus which encompasses
TOX3/ LOC643714 gene (Ghoussaini et al.,
2013). TOX3 clinical implications and its
role in tumour development and the invasion
have been shown in the risk of breast cancer
(Chalabi et al., 2008; Mahfoudh et al., 2012;
Tajbakhsh et al., 2017, 2019). Generally,
TOX3 is introduced as a member of the
high-mobility-group (HMG) family of proteins that modifies chromatin structure
(O'Flaherty and Kaye, 2003). Change of
TOX3 expression is associated with expression of progesterone receptor (PR) and oestrogen receptor (ER) and also positive lymph
nodes (Gudmundsdottir et al., 2012). In this
line, it is indicated that low level of TOX3
expression has been correlated with high
level of Ki67 and also the subtype of basal
tumour while high mRNA expression was
connected with ER positive, PR positive, and
positive lymph nodes in the tumour and
normal tissue samples (Gudmundsdottir et
al., 2012). Interestingly, TOX3/LOC643714
is related to ER- or ER+ of breast cancer subtypes (Ghoussaini et al., 2013). In this regard, numerous single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), located in the DNA binding
site, which are bound by FOXA1, are connected with the risk of breast cancer (Lupien
et al., 2008). It has been shown that FOXA1
has a key role in the function of ER and
growth of ER+ cells of breast cancer (Carroll
et al., 2005; Kong et al., 2011). Importantly,
many breast cancer risk-associated SNPs can

affect FOXA1-binding affinity for enhancer
sequences and eventually increase or prevent
transcriptional activity of ER (Meyer and
Carroll, 2012). The co-localization of TOX3
with FOXA1 is notable as TOX3 expression
may be regulated by FOXA1 (Bernardo and
Keri, 2012; Bernardo et al., 2010). It is suggested that FOXA1, through binding to an
upstream enhancer, can be a positive regulator for the TOX3 expression (CowperSal·lari et al., 2012). A TOX3-FOXA1 interaction might have a role throughout the differentiation of progenitor ER- positive luminal cell type in normal cells (CowperSal·lari et al., 2012; Seksenyan, 2013).
There are several important non-coding
SNPs related to TOX3/LOC643714 locus
that may change the affinity of FOXA1 to
TOX3. Moreover, the Encyclopedia of DNA
Elements (ENCODE) is indicating about
80 % of the non-coding DNA may be functional (The Encode Project Consortium,
2012). In breast cancer cells, the disease risk
allele of non-coding SNP enhances the
FOXA1-binding affinity for the upstream
enhancer of TOX3 gene which in turn can
change TOX3 expression (Cowper-Sal·lari et
al., 2012) (Figure 1). The growing evidence
indicates that 16q12.1 locus, which harbour
rs4784227-CASC16 SNP, has been connected with breast tumour in GWASs in European, Asian and African ancestry populations
(Easton et al., 2007; Long et al., 2010; RuizNarvaez et al., 2010; Stacey et al., 2007;
Udler et al., 2010). Moreover, rs4782447ACSF3 is also reported to play a significant
role in the risk of breast cancer (Meyer and
Carroll, 2012). The interpretation of genetic
connections between pathogenesis of breast
cancer and SNPs and/or haplotypes have
been extremely investigated (Yoo et al.,
2008). Understanding genetic variations may
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Figure 1: Schematic figure of two single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), rs4782447 and
rs4784227, located at the 16q are indicated that lead to the forkhead-box A1 (FOXA1) binding sequence change and therefore may increase the affinity of FOXA1 and/or Groucho (Gro)/transducinlike enhancer of split (TLE) proteins binding to the promoter of TOX3 gene. A: A sequence with wild
type allele (A allele) of rs4782447; B: A sequence with mutant allele (G allele) of rs4782447; C: A sequence with wild type allele (C allele) of rs4784227; D: A sequence with mutant allele (T allele) of
rs4784227. A and C: parts of this figure show an increase of transcription, but part B and D indicate a
decrease of transcription. Based on the previous studies, sequences that carrier mutant allele increase affinity of FOXA1 and/or Gro/TLE to bind to TOX3. Co-bonding of FOXA1 and Gro/TLE may
reduce transcription of TOX3.

help understand the biological mechanisms
of development, progression, inhibition, early diagnosis and the tailored treatment of the
disease (Barrdahl et al., 2015). No study has
been done in the association between these
important SNPs and the haplotypes with
breast cancer risk among Iranian population.
Thus, in this article, we tried to investigate
the association between 16q region including
TOX3/LOC643714 locus, which interacts
with FOXA1, and breast cancer risk in a cohort of Iranian population.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study population and clinical data
Following approval by the ethics committee of Mashhad University of Medical
Sciences
(IR.MUMS.fm.REC.1394.399),
1072 blood specimens were collected from
567 healthy controls and 505 patients. A
written informed consent form was signed by
all individuals. A questionnaire was used to
collect demographic information.

Blood collection and DNA extraction
10 ml of whole peripheral blood was collected from each individual and divided into
tubes having sterile ethylene diamine tetra
acetic acid (EDTA) for DNA extraction.
DNA extraction was completed using salting
out technique and was quantified at a wavelength of 260 nm and 280 nm through BioTek™ Epoch™ Microplate Spectrophotometer (Winooski, VT, USA,) and also by gel
electrophoresis.
Target SNPs determinations
(Marker selection)
In the present study, target SNPs were
determined using available SNP public databases, and also related published articles.
These articles have investigated non-coding
SNPs that may change the affinity of
FOXA1 to TOX3/LOC643714 in breast cancer. Moreover, we tried to select SNPs that
are not located in strong linkage disequilibrium (LD) to prevent redundancy in genotyping.
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Genotyping
To determine the genotype frequency of
rs4782447-ACSF3 and rs4784227-CASC16
SNPs, ARMS-PCR was used. PCR amplifications
for
rs4782447-ACSF3
and
rs4784227-CASC16 have been carried out in
a 10 μl final volume per reaction containing
three µl Taq 2x master mix (Ampliqon,
Germany), one µl of each primer (10 µM)
and 100 ng DNA. The primers used for detection of rs4782447-ACSF3 and rs4784227CASC16 SNPs are listed in Table 1. The
ARMS-PCR condition for rs4782477 was as
follows: initial denaturation at 94 °C for five
minutes, after that 35 cycles including denaturation at 94 °C for 25 seconds, annealing at
59 °C for 25 seconds, an extension at 72 °C
for 30 seconds followed by 72 °C for seven
minutes as the final extension step. Moreover, ARMS-PCR condition for rs4784227CASC16 was the same as rs4782477 with a
different annealing temperature of 71 °C.
The DNA fragments of PCR products were
detected using electrophoresis in 2 % agarose gel.
Statistical analysis
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) assumption was investigated using the Pearson
χ2 distribution. The association between
breast cancer, risk factors and alleles/genotypes were assessed using binary logistic regression, which estimated Odds ratios (ORs)
as well as 95% confidence intervals (CIs).
For all analyses, a P-value=0<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Logistic re-

gression was also used to measure the associations of risk factors using different genetic
models. SPSS 20.0 (Inc., Chicago, IL, USA)
and also SNP analyser 2 software (Yoo et al.,
2008) were used for statistical analysis.
Haplotype analysis
Haplotypes were assembled from genotype data using PHASE program and SNP
analyser 2 software (Stephens et al., 2001;
Yoo et al., 2008). In this study, P-values less
than 0.05 were considered as statistically
significant difference.
RESULTS
Patient characteristics
In this study 567 controls and 505 patients were recruited. Demographic and clinical characterizations of the study population
are listed in Table 2 and Table 3. The mean
age of the control and the patient group was
50.52±12.29 and 43.45±12.21, respectively
(Table 2). The study of the demographic
characteristics between patients and controls
shows statistically significant differences in
age, age of menarche (year), age of menopause (year) and age of first and last gestation. A significant association between cases
and controls (P-value<0.05) was also found in
age, age of menarche (year), age of menopause (year) and age of first and last gestation. Moreover, clinical characteristics of the
target population presenting that most patients had invasive ductal carcinoma with
ER+, PR+ and HER2- status (Table 3).

Table 1: Primer sequences used for ARMS-PCR genotyping
SNP

rs4784227
rs4782447

Primers

Sequences

Length

FIP (T allele)
RIP (C allele)
FOP
ROP
FIP (A allele)
RIP (G allele)
FOP
ROP

AAAAGTCCCAATTTGTAGTGTTTGaT
AATGGAGTATTTACATCACAATAATgG
ACTGACCCCTTTAGACACGG
AGGGCTTCAACACAGTCAGTTC
AAGGCGCGGGCTCTGACTCA
CAGTCAACTGCCTGTGCTGGGC
GCCGCTCTGGAGAACAGCTTGAAA
TCCTCGCCTCAGAAACTCCCTTCC

26
27
20
21
20
22
24
24

FIP: Forward inner primer; RIP: Reverse inner primer; FOP: Forward outer primer; ROP: Reverse outer primer
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PCR
products
322
297
495
213
234
405
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Table 2: Controls and cases characteristics
Characteristics
Age (year)
Age of first menstruation -menarche- (year)
Age of last menstrual cycle -menopause- (year)
Age of marriage
Age of first gestation
Age of last gestation

Control
43.45 ± 12.21
13.26 ± 1.46
48.26 ± 5.64
20.2 ± 4.34
22.38 ± 4.5
29.24 ± 5.15

P-value
0.001
0.032
0.017
0.180
0.023
0.001

Furthermore, with two SNPs, we constructed four haplotypes (Table 7). A significant association was demonstrated between
TA haplotype and breast cancer risk (Table
7). This haplotype results in decrease risk of
breast cancers (OR=0.78; 95% CI (0.620.96); P-value=0.025). The association of haplotypes and risk factors were evaluated by
crosstab program in SPSS 20. There was no
association between haplotypes and the risk
factors of breast cancer in all samples.

Table 3: Frequency distribution of tumour
characteristics of cases
Characteristics
Tumour subtype
Invasive Ductal Carcinoma
Invasive Lobular Carcinoma
Others
ER (Reported)
Negative
Positive
PR (Reported)
Negative
Positive
HER2 (Reported)
Negative
Positive
Equivocal
Receptor status
ER/PR+ HER2+
ER/PR+ HER2ER/PR- HER2+
Triple negative (TNBC)

Case
50.52 ± 12.29
12.98 ± 2.15
46.24 ± 7.41
19.9 ± 5.3
21.55 ± 5.01
31.53 ± 6.22

Number (%)
213 (40.8 %)
5 (1.0 %)
18 (3.4 %)
70 (23.2 %)
232(76.8 %)
81 (26.9 %)
220 (73.1 %)

DISCUSSION

175 (59.7 %)
87 (29.7 %)
31 (10.6 %)
50 (9.6 %)
134 (25.7 %)
30 (5.7 %)
28 (5.4 %)

Allele frequencies and association between
SNPs and haplotypes with breast cancer
susceptibility
All genotypes and allele frequencies in
control samples were in HWE. More investigation revealed that there was a strong significant association between alleles and genotypes of rs4784227-CASC16 with breast
cancer risk (Table 4). In contrast, there was
no significant statistical association between
alleles and genotypes of rs4782447-ACSF3
with the risk factors (Table 5 and Table 6).
We did not also find any association between
alleles and genotypes of rs4784227-CASC16
with the risk factors (Table 6).

In the present study we evaluated the association of two related SNPs in 16q locus
including
rs4784227-CASC16
and
rs4782447-ACSF3 and their haplotypes with
the risk of breast cancer and risk factors in
Iranian population. There was an association
between rs4784227-CASC16 with the risk of
breast cancer. However, there was no association between rs4784227-CASC16 and
rs4782447-ACSF3 and risk factors using different analysis models. Furthermore, there
was a significant association between AT
haplotype and risk of breast cancer that indicated the combination of haplotype and its
effects may influence the risk of breast cancer in the populations. In other hand, the effect of the AT haplotype may be due to the
more pronounced effect of rs4784227CASC16.
In our study, consisting of 505 patients
and 567 controls, genotype frequencies of
rs4784227-CASC16 were TT (14.9 % in cases and 10.5 % in controls); and CT (41.8 %
in cases and 38.7 % in controls). There was a
significant association between TT and CT
genotypes with the risk of breast cancer. Fur-
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thermore, in our study, risk allele frequency
(T allele) was 0.39 in patients. A similar
case-control study in Iran represented significant association between CT-rs4784227CASC16 and the risk of breast cancer (60 %
in 126 cases, 27.77 % in 160 controls). Additionally, in Iranian and Korean populations
the risk allele frequency for T- rs4784227-

CASC16 allele was 0.26 and 0.24 to 0.29, respectively (Hajizadeh et al., 2017; Kim et al.,
2012; Long et al., 2010). The frequency of
G-rs4782447-ACSF3 allele as a risk allele in
the present study was 0.38 in patients. There
is no report for association of the rs4782447ACSF3 in Iranian population.

Table 4: Distribution of genotypes and allele frequency of rs4784227 polymorphisms in breast cancer
cases and controls
Genotypes/Models/
Alleles
Genotypes

Models

Alleles

CC

Cases
Number
(%)
209 (40)

Controls
Number
(%)
285 (49.7)

CT

218 (41.8)

222 (38.7)

TT

78 (14.9)

60 (10.5)

Dominant

(CC vs. CT+TT)

Recessive

(TT vs. CT+CC)

Codominant
C
T

(CT vs. CC+TT)
736 (60.83)
474 (39.17)

792 (69.84)
342 (30.16)

Unadjusted
OR
P-value
(95%CI)

Adjusted*
OR (95%CI) P-value
Ref

1.95
(1.52-2.50)
1.77
(1.21-2.59)
0.52
(0.42-0.66)
1.25
(0.87-1.78)
1.57
(1.24-1.98)

2.15
(1.35-3.41)
1.40
(1.01-1.94)
1.56
(1.15-2.11)
1.83
(1.18-2.84)
1.77
(0.86-1.89)

0.001
0.003
0.001
0.220
0.001

0.001
0.042
0.004
0.006
0.296

Ref
1.49
(1.26-1.77)

1.5
(1.20-1.87)

0.0001

0.0001

*Adjusted for age & BMI

Table 5: Distribution of genotypes and allele frequency of rs4782447 polymorphisms in breast cancer
cases and controls
Genotypes/Models/
Alleles
Genotypes

Models

Alleles

Cases

Controls

Number
(%)

Number
(%)

AA

62 (11.9)

71 (12.4)

AG

263 (50.4)

278 (48.5)

GG

179 (34.3)

215 (37.5)

Dominant

(GG vs.GA+AA)

Recessive

(AA vs.GA+GG)

Codominant
G
A

(GA vs.GG+AA)
387 (38.39)
621 (61.66)

420 (37.23)
708 (62.77)

*Adjusted for age & BMI
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Unadjusted
OR
(95%CI)

P-value

Adjusted*
OR (95%CI)

P-value

Ref
1.08
(0.74-1.58)
0.95
(0.64-1.41)
1.05
(0.80-1.37)
0.89
(0.65-1.22)
1.23
(0.88-1.42)

0.680

0.95
(0.80-1.14)

0.580

1.05
(0.64-1.74)
1.36
(0.98-1.89)
1.13
(0.71-1.79)
0.76
(0.56-1.05)
1.34
(0.99-1.82)

0.810
0.701
0.480
0.341

0.820
0.061
0.600
0.090
0.053

Ref
1.24
(0.003-1.54)

0.056
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Table 6: The association of rs4784227 and rs4782447 and demographic factors in cases
Characteristics
Genotype

rs4784227
CC

TC

rs4782447
TT

P-

AA

GA

GG

P-

value

Age of
diagnosis
Age of first
menstruation
cycle
Age of last menstruation cycle
BMI#

46.17±10.17

47.87±10.78

0.260

47.86±10.76

46.34±10.71

49.42±12.46

0.240

12.79±2.27

12.99±2.41

12.80±1.25

0.780

12.86±2.08

12.9±2.15

12.83±2.64

0.980

47.97±5.4

47.83±4.68

48.22±4.68

0.960

47.38±4.37

47.94±5.42

49.11±4.84

0.490

27.76±4.92

27.51±5.28

27.66±4.63

0.910

28.19±4.81

27.12±4.9

28.37±6.12

0.120

29 (24.0%)

31 (23.1%)

14 (26.9%)

0.860

26 (22.2%)

39 (26.2%)

9 (22.0%)

0.710

92 (76.0%)

103 (76.9%)

38 (73.1%)

91 (77.8%)

110 (73.8%)

32 (78.0%)

BMI<25

40 (29.4%)

49 (34%)

16 (28.6%)

27 (23.7%)

66 (36.5%)

12 (30%)

BMI≥25

96 (70.6%)

95 (66%)

40 (71.4%)

87 (76.3%)

115 (63.5%)

28 (70%)

111 (92.5%)

109 (90.8%)

44 (95.7%)

109 (95.6%)

119 (88.1%)

36 (97.3%)

9 (7.5%)

11 (9.2%)

2 (4.3%)

5 (4.4%)

16 (11.9%)

1 (2.7%)

Age of
diagnosis
Age of diagnosis<40
Age of diagnosis≥40
BMI*

History of cancer
Negative
history
Positive
history
#

value

48.36±11.86

0.620

0.570

0.069

0.052

As a continues variable; * As a categorical variable

Table 7: Haplotypes frequencies of case and controls
Number (Haplotype)
H1 (TA)
H2 (TG)
H3 (CA)
H4 (CG)

Frequency (%)
Cases Controls
20.2
16.5
15.6
13.4
18.5
20.9
45.7
49.2

Unadjusted
OR (95% CI)
0.78 (0.62-0.96)
0.83 (0.66-1.06)
1.86 (0.94-1.43)
1.15 (0.97-1.36)

P-value
0.025
0.149
0.160
0.099

Adjusted*
OR (95% CI)
0.69 (0.52-0.90)
0.84 (0.62-1.12)
1.19 (0.91-1.55)
1.20 (0.98-1.49)

P-value
0.008
0.240
0.180
0.073

*Adjusted for age, BMI

It is suggested that TOX3 may be a risk
factor for breast cancer development through
pleotropic effects; TOX3 not only has a key
role in tumorigenesis, but also might enhance the cell survival of especial tumour
cells (Shan et al., 2013). In this context,
16q12 SNPs and nearby regions are located
in the introns of a non-protein coding gene.
As such, it has been recommended that risky
alleles may modulate gene expression by
changing the enhancers activity (Abecasis et
al., 2010; Wasserman et al., 2010). It indicates breast cancer rs4782447-ACSF3 and
rs4784227-CASC16 SNPs are enhanced for
FOXA1 DNA binding sequences and modi-

fication of the H3K4me1 histone (CowperSal·lari et al., 2012; Jia et al., 2009; Meyer
and Carroll, 2012). The ability of FOXA1 to
bind to DNA is crucial for opening of chromatin and nucleosome positioning sequences
for recruitment of transcription factor
(Cowper-Sal·lari et al., 2012). Additionally,
it disclosed this enrichment is factor-specific,
cell-type-specific and specific types of cancer (Jia et al., 2009). Thus, FOXA1 is associated with ER, and likely regulates the
TOX3 promoter activity (Ross-Innes et al.,
2012). Researchers have shown that
rs4782447-ACSF3 and rs4784227-CASC16
may disrupt enhancer function by FOXA1-
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binding affinity-modulation therefore can
change TOX3 expression (Cowper-Sal·lari et
al., 2012; Meyer and Carroll, 2012).
The rs4782447-ACSF3 SNP leads to the
FOXA1 binding sequence change and consequently may increase the affinity of
FOXA1 interacting to the TOX3 gene promoter (Meyer and Carroll, 2012). Furthermore, G-rs4782447-ACSF3 slightly changes
the binding sequence of FOXA1 and it is believed that it may enhance the DNA-binding
affinity of FOXA1 (Figure 1). It has been
shown that silencing expression of TOX3 enhances cell proliferation in vitro, suggesting
the effect of rs4782447-ACSF3 on the expression of TOX3 in vitro (Meyer and
Carroll, 2012). Since that, Meyer and Carroll
(2012) suggested a tumour suppressor role
for TOX3 in breast cancer.
Another important SNP related to TOX3
and FOXA1 is rs4784227-CASC16 SNP, located 18.4 Kb upstream of the TOX3 gene
(Cowper-Sal·lari et al., 2012). Similarly, the
statistically significant association was indicated between rs4784227-CASC16 and risk
of breast cancer among European, Southern
China, and Korean populations (Easton et
al., 2007; He et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2012;
Long et al., 2010); moreover, consistent with
our result, there was no report by these studies for an association with receptor status.
The place for rs4784227-CASC16 on
FOXA1 genomic for interaction is on the
eighth position of the FKH motif recognized
via FOXA1 (Lupien et al., 2008). In this regards, affinity DNA site for FOXA protein
was enhanced for the T-rs4784227-CASC16
compared with the C-rs4784227-CASC16
(Katika and Hurtado, 2013). It is suggested
rs4784227-CASC16 modulates the chromatin affinity for FOXA1, exemplified by the
rs4784227-CASC16 effect on the promoter
of the TOX3 gene identify (Cowper-Sal·lari
et al., 2012). It has also been shown that Trs4784227-CASC16 favours FOXA1-binding
affinity over the C allele. Moreover, allelespecific directed ChIP assays indicated
FOXA1 is modulated by the T-rs4784227CASC16 in vivo (Lupien et al., 2008). Inter-

estingly, FOXA1 commonly stimulates gene
expression, and co-binding to DNA sequence
with Groucho (Gro)/transducin-like enhancer
of split (TLE) proteins lead to local chromatin condensation and transcriptional repression (Wright et al., 2010). The Gro/TLE protein, as co-repressors, do not directly connected to DNA sequence, but in contrast they
are bound to the sequence of DNA through
DNA-binding repressor proteins (Chen and
Courey, 2000). The risk variant Trs4784227-CASC16 associated with enhanced FOXA1 binding is strongly bound
via Groucho/TLE versus the C allele. Additionally, H3K9Ac (a chromatin signature of
active enhancers) is less observed at the Trs4784227-CASC16 compared to the C allele
(Cowper-Sal·lari et al., 2012; Ernst et al.,
2011). It shows that the risk allele Trs4784227-CASC16 has led to a reduction in
TOX3 gene expression because of an increase in the TLE repressor affinity recruitment that decreases the stability of the enhancer (Cowper-Sal·lari et al., 2012).
Additionally, rs4784227-CASC16 has
been associated with the expression of RB
transcriptional corepressor like 2 (RBL2)
protein as a regulatory sequence of the RBL2
gene, and may also affect the risk of breast
cancer (Udler et al., 2010). In contrast, Cowper-Sal·lari et al. indicated that there is no
association between rs4784227-CASC16 and
RBL2 in breast cancer cell lines (CowperSal·lari et al., 2012).
Collectively, the expression of TOX3 has
been correlated with breast cancer and is important in revealing biological mechanisms,
which makes a bridge between pathways and
diseases. More functional researches may
help increase our understanding of the exact
biological features of breast cancer.
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